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acoustic brazilian singer songwriter: folk - pop - bossa - frevo 20 MP3 Songs in this album (70:39) !

Related styles: WORLD: South American, FOLK: Folk Pop People who are interested in Gilberto Gil Gal

Costa Flora Purim should consider this download. Details: "Meu Nome" is the fourth and also the most

recent (solo-) production of Ceumar and already considered to be one of the best contemporary - with a

subtle mix af Brazilian folk, pop, jazz  samba - albums from Brazil! Details about Ceumar The Brazilian

born singer-songwriter CEUMAR creates her own music since 1995, from the moment she arrived in So

Paulo. She already produced four own albums and participates actively in varied and projects and

collectives in Brazil and abroad. Her first cd was produced by the popular Brazilian artist Zeca Baleiro and

brings a pure mix of traditional Brazilian music written by old and contemporary composers such as Luiz

Gonzaga and Sinh with unreleased songs composed by Chico Csar, Itamar Assumpo and Zeca Baleiro.

With her latest ( 4th) cd 'MEU NOME' Ceumar proves her live strength and emotions. This solo-cd is

already considered to be one of the best contemporary ( a subtle mix af Brazilian folk, pop, jazz  samba )

albums from Brazil! Recorded completely live in the FECAP-theatre in the heart of Sao Paulo, Ceumar

shows why she is so popular! With only a voice and her guitar she takes the audience into the wonderful

colored world of Ceumar with own compositions and lyrics. Telling about beautiful colors, love, saudade.

Sometimes the lyrics are serious, sometimes sad or even playful! But always she sings direct from the

heart. Instrumentation Ceumar : vocals, guitar, percussion. On some tracks additional piano or

percussion by Yaniel Matos or Sergio Perere. Discography 1 DINDINHA ( 2000) 2 SEMPREVIVA ( 2003)

3 ACHOU! ( with Dante Ozzetti -2006) 4 MEU NOME ( solo) (spring 2009)
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